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WHY THE DIFFERENCE?

“A patient's
journey begins
as soon as
she/he enters
the hospital.”

I spent most of my professional life in the aviation industry. Now I
am active in the healthcare market and although I am fairly new to
it, I find the comparison between the two sectors amazing.
According to Webster’s Dictionary, airline definition is “an air
transportation system including its equipment, routes, operating
personnel, and management.”

They serve passengers.
According to Britannica, “A hospital is an institution that is built,
staffed, and equipped for the diagnosis of disease; for the
treatment, both medical and surgical, of the sick and the injured;
and for their housing during this process.”

They serve patients.
Patients and Passengers are actually the same people. Anybody who
is a passenger can become a patient and vice versa…

Both market sectors have complicated and expensive operations. Both are directly related to the safety of
the end user. Both use technologies extensively. Both can be a matter of life and death. Both have been
around for a very long time. Both are open to human errors. Both have high costs of personnel as well as
equipment.
The question, now, is the following;
How come, then, global airline industry is governed by global standards and rules and anything that is
related to especially safety is closely monitored but healthcare industry has extreme differences in
standards of health care including patient safety as they differ tremendously from hospital to hospital even
within the same country let alone in different countries on all continents?
How come airline industry has an advocate called IATA that develop global commercial standards upon
which the air transport industry is built and healthcare does not have such an umbrella control mechanism?
After all, the end user actually needs the safety in both sectors.
In the airline industry, you can buy cheap tickets with a low
fare airline and your need of transportation will be executed
under the same standards for safety with other airlines
charging a lot more for the air fare.

In the healthcare market, usually, you get
the best care depending on what you can
afford to get.
Airlines would not exist without passengers (except for cargo)
and hospitals would not exist without patients.
Patients and Passengers are the same people but they face
different standards in each sector!
Actually when it comes to human life, the risks are similar.
When something happens in the air a lot of people lose their
lives but the probability of the accident is not high, at the
hospitals the life of the patient depends on the severity of the illness and the treatment quality… Both has to
manage safety of the people!

However, air transport has global standards and healthcare does
not.

Below is an abstract from a report that has been published on the Internet in
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4710114/

One of the things that drastically changed the airline industry was the Internet. A lot of companies
providing software applications disappeared or merged, on-line booking became the norm and Internet also
gave full power of selection to the passengers. Basically the travel agents as we have known them before,
don’t exist anymore. A more knowledgeable passenger population took control of what they wanted. So the
airlines started focusing on creating the best experience for them all the way from the starting point to the
end point (and beyond) of their journey.
A similar trend is also happening in healthcare.

Patients are not the people they were years ago. They have a lot more knowledge. They have choices and
they understand the choices (most of the time).

There is a lot healthcare industry and aviation industry can learn
from each other.

The focus has to be solely on the patient. This means the safety and positive outcome includes a lot of
different segments starting with the hospital building, Admission of the patient, all the way to the expertise
of medical staff and thus their emotional state ( being over tired is a major danger), medical devices used
and their quality as well as affordability. Healthcare should be reachable by all.
Today, you see the airplanes mostly packed. Anyone who has a lot of money or little money can afford to get
on a plane. Low fare airlines fly people at affordable prices with less food service- however when it comes to
safety of the passengers everybody operates under the same rules globally. ATC does not differentiate routes
based on what kind of an airline it is. The safety presentations, ticketing, and boarding the plane are also
under the same rules.
As patients, we should also have a predictable reception to a hospital (whether a small or a big hospital),
similarly trained medical professionals to treat us according to the standards and the rules of treatment
should be transparent to the patient for ease of mind. In healthcare trying to relax with the worry of an
operation is probably as important as the outcome. (Like the pilots that try to calm us by saying. “Now sit
back and relax and enjoy the flight”).
Compassion of the people working in both sectors is also very important. Compassion is about caring….In
health care it is even more important….
Some airlines have a lot of information about their passengers and they use it with compassion – such as
birthdays, anniversaries etc.
When the people both industries are the same people, focusing on them and offer them the best and the
most effective experience is crucial.
I believe as the new technologies emerge, this is possible.

I see the hope of getting these two industries to the level with great
value for the end user can be possible with the effective application of
block chain.

We still have many barriers that need to be overcome before block chain can be accepted as a mainstream
technology: A lack of standards, challenges in communicating between different block chains, the need for
off-chain development of open system interfaces, and getting intermediaries (who currently profit from
controlling the data) to interface with block chains are all reasons to slow adoption.

Given that medical errors are estimated to be the third leading cause of death, improvements in the
handling of health data is a time-critical necessity. These are early days, but with effort and experience, we
can expect more of the technical limitations of block chain to be overcome and the broad range of
advantages to become more compelling. There is so much inefficiency to remove and so many
improvements to patient care within our grasp, that the future for block chain in health seems promising.
If we look at the characteristics of the airline industry, they
align very well with the capabilities of the block chain. Data
sharing among multiple actors and touch points powers the
travel journey. From booking to arrival, players can include
airlines, online travel platforms, card providers, airports,
immigration, government, hotels, car rental agencies and
more.
Each actor requires, collects, stores and often shares traveler
and operational information. In fact, a web of complex and
seemingly endless data reconciliation is happening behind the
scenes of every touch point of every traveler’s trip.
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With so many systems in play—airlines alone house data in
many isolated systems from passenger service to crew
management—data exchange is not always smooth. And in the
airlines industry, not only are operational integrity and
revenue generation at stake when something goes wrong, but
so is safety and security.
Actually so is the case in healthcare…
So why wait?

